• Tools and methodologies for supporting the security life cycle • Tools for security administration and configuration • Security in heterogeneous, distributed data management systems
• Definition of an access control model and mechanism that overcome the <s,o,p> paradigm:
-content-based access control to DL objects -varying granularities of authorization objects ranging from set of library objects to specific portions of objects -flexible specification of access control policies based on the qualification of users rather than on user identities -Positive and negative authorizations
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The Milano Model
• The reference application domain of the Milano model is the Global Legal Information Network (GLIN), a project originally undertaken by the Law Library of Congress (LLoC)
• The goal of GLIN is to create a knowledge base of international laws and to make this knowledge base available to member countries from around the world (about 35 and growing) Authorization Rules
• They have the form (crd-spec, ent-spec, priv, sign)
• Examples: Authorization Propagation
• The model provides the support for authorization propagation along the concept and the credential-type hierarchies
• Authorization propagation is a way to limit the number of authorizations that need to be specified
• An authorization given to all the users with a credential of type ct propagates to all the users whose credential is of a subtype of ct
• An authorization given on the objects containing a given concept c implies an analogous authorization on all objects containing a concept more specific than c Role assignments
read,+,Sam)) ---------------------------------------------
• An example of dynamic separation of duties is the constraint that a particular clerk must not be execute both tasks T1 and T4 for the same check • However, he/she can perform task T1 on some checks, while performing task T4 for other checks • Therefore, a clerk cannot issue or void a check that he/she has prepared Pag. 53 Elisa Bertino Workflow definition
• In the BFA model, a workflow role specification W is a list of task specifications [TRS1, TRS2,…,TRSn] where TRSi, i=1,….,n, is defined as a 3-tuple (Ti, (RSi, >i), acti) where: -Ti is a task in the set T T of workflow task -RSi is the set of roles authorized to execute Ti; Rsi⊆R R -the global set of roles ->i is a local partial order defined over RSi -acti is the number of activations of task Ti (Note: the local order is used for refining the partial order specified for the set of roles R) R) 
